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Abbreviations
DER

Distributed Energy Resource

TA

Trans-national Access

ISO

International Standardization Organisation

OSI model

Open Systems Interconnection model, describing the layers of network communication (physical layer, data link, network layer, transport layer, session layer,
presentation layer and application layer)

DCA

Distributed Control Algorithm

DER

Distributed Energy Resource
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Executive Summary
The Security and Privacy working group at the Department for Computer Science at the University
of Hamburg is currently developing a security assessment framework for distributed Smart Grid control. To elaborate on the capabilities of said framework with the working title “OpenDISCO”, Transnational Access (TA) at the Smart Grid Lab of the University of Strathclyde in Glasgow has been
arranged. During the TA, a custom implementation of a pre-existent distributed Smart Grid control
algorithm has been analysed in terms of resilience against cyber-attacks (Denial-of-Service attacks).
These attacks at the application level of the ISO OSI architecture include a) dropping of messages,
b) delay of messages, c) deactivation of nodes and d) deactivation of communication lines.
A systematic approach has been chosen to evaluate the effect of application layer delays of an
extent between 0ms and, in steps of 500ms, 10 seconds. The evaluation shows that the framework
can ease the task of evaluating the resilience of distributed Smart Grid control algorithms. This has
been exemplarily shown in the case of denial-of-service attacks. The investigated control algorithm
has been shown to be robust towards overshoots for delays up to 3 seconds, and for greater delays
to be partially unable to recover the nominal frequency of 50 Hz.
The results will be used to elaborate general measures for enhancing distributed control algorithms.
In future work, these general measures will be evaluated in a comparable setup.
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General Information of the User Project

Title: OpenDISCO - Open Source Security Assessment Framework for Distributed Control in the
Smart Energy Grid
Host Infrastructure: Dynamic Power Systems Lab of the University of Strathclyde in Glasgow
Access period: 12 days (8 access days) between 3. Sept and 5. Oct 2018.
The User Group consists of:
Marius Stübs (Doctoral Researcher / Local Group Leader)
Kevin Köster (Assistant Researcher)
Prof. Dr. Hannes Federrath (Supervisor, Full Professor at Universität Hamburg)
The University of Strathclyde provided active support for the project delivered by Paulius Dambrauskas and Mazheruddin Syed.
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Research Motivation

The project group from the University of Hamburg is currently developing a distributed security assessment
framework with the focus on Smart Grid applications.
The main objective of the transnational laboratory access was to show the capabilities of the framework in a
realistic scenario. The experiment was set up as a controller-hardware-in-the-loop environment, thereby investigating the effects of denial-of-service attacks on a reference implementation of distributed scheduling
scheme, controlling the frequency of an islanded microgrid simulated on a real-time digital simulator, as configured with RSCAD.
Regarding the methodology, the distributed framework
nodes were configured to apply denial-of-service attacks
of increasing severity (1ms to 10 seconds). The effect of
the cyber-physical system was recorded. One distin.
Figure
1: The Cyber-Physical System Setup used
guishing feature of the framework is its decentralization: at the TA at the University of Strathclyde
Thus, the investigated effects where introduced independently on every node in the network, enabling high scalability of the approach.
2.1

Objectives

Structure of a Single Control Node
The proposed framework provides an easy-to-use API for integrating different functionalities as
software modules into the framework’s core.
The data flow within a node is realized using a
Data flow to other nodes
message queue. Any subscribed value from a
different OPC UA server is inserted into the
OPC UA
message queue and any message given to the
Module
Server
1
queue can be accessed by the present node
modules using filters, introducing an elegant and
Module
fast way of reacting to events. The nodes imple2
ment a client and a server module. In
…
DB
each iteration, the node’s server module writes
the computed temporary consensus suggestion
Module
in the OPC UA Database. Each client subn
scribes to all their neighbors’ server’s OPC UA
Message
Queue
Database. If that value changes, the OPC UA
server informs all subscribers of the change.
OPC UA
The communication stack of OPC UA assumes
Client
a separation of client and server applications.
The server side is traditionally only responding
to commands, like a sensor or a motor. The cliData flow from other nodes
ent is usually located in a control room, assessing status data from the servers, execute a Figure 2: Internal structure of a single Control Node. New
centralized algorithm and sending commands to messages from other Control Nodes are collected by the
OPC UA Client and distributed via an internal Message
the servers. To decentralize an algorithm, each
Queue. Computed values are stored in a database and then
node in the network is extended by a
distributed via an OPC UA server to other Control Nodes.
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module representing a client. Thereby, each node can provide information about its status via their
server module, while accessing the other nodes using its client module.
Experiment 1 – Distributed Control
2
4
For our first experiment, we regard the perspective of
distributed frequency control. The goal of the control
structures is to maintain frequency stability of the
nominal 50 Hz grid frequency. This is achieved by two
mechanisms. First, we simulated a distributed droop1
3
5
based P-control algorithm running at the Energy Devices. Thereby, in case of a disturbance, the frequency can be locally stabilized in each Energy Device, but the overall system frequency deviated from Figure 3: Exemplary topology of the peer-to-peer
communication links between the control nodes.
the nominal frequency. In the next step, the nominal
frequency has to be gradually restored. This requires the Control Nodes to communication and find
a consensus. As soon as the consensus is reached, each Control Nodes sends the appropriate
commands to their respective Energy Device.
As a first application of the distributed control by
the control nodes, we have implemented a distributed consensus algorithm [1] using our framework. We have simulated this setup in software
and found positive indication that frequency recovery can be achieved within seconds. As
shown in Figure 5, the consensus algorithm on
the five control nodes generally converges within
about a second and a half, with a total of needed
six iterations to recover 50 Hz and a total runtime
Figure 4: Exemplary stress condition configuration via
of about 15 seconds.
To verify these results using a real-time digital XML file. For each transmitted message, it is probabilsimulator and control-hardware-in-the-loop was istically delayed for 200 ms with a chance of 20%.
the goal of our first experiment at the smart grid lab at Strathclyde University.
Experiment 2 – Availability under Stress
The second experiment aims on the robustness of the proposed setup. Since distributed consensus
is dependent of message distribution, we are investigating the impact of a network “under
stress”. To accomplish such conditions, we have
prepared a specific module to our framework,
that deliberately loses or delays messages.
Thereby we can simulate denial of service attacks as well as malfunctioning nodes. Our interest lies mainly in the behavior of the OPC UA implementation used, open62541 [2,3], and experimental indication on how to systematically improve its performance. As seen in Figure 4, each
single stress condition (“attack”) can be described independently from the actual implementation in an XML style file. Figure 4 shows the
configuration of a delay effect, where each sent
message is possible delayed by 200ms, where Figure 5: An example run of the proposed framework with the
the effect has a probability of 20% to be carried selected DCA for load-frequency stability with an artificial delay introduced. After the disturbance, in second 14 the nomiout.
As seen in Figure 5, forcing a delay for single nal frequency of 50 Hz is being restored more slowly than expected. Each line with a different colour represents the conconnections between control nodes leads to a sensus computation of a single DER / control node.
significant delay in the overall “consensus finding
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time”.
From the experiments with a real-time digital simulator we expect to find different response patterns.
This would allow us to adjust our strategies to improve the robustness of the used DCA and might
even lead to a generalizable description of response patterns.
2.2

Scope

Our setup utilizes the traditional load-frequency-control scenario where the frequency of the power
system needs to be stabilized and then smoothly recovered to the nominal 50 Hz value. The setup
consists of several different parts. On the top level, there are Control Nodes, realized by five ARMbased embedded devices running our proposed framework. This part is depicted by the orange
boxes in Figure 3. Their interconnection is part of the physical setup and we use a standardized
network router to implement it, represented also in Figure 3 by the cloud symbol.
Likewise to the control nodes, on the electrical grid we simulate five Power Nodes, for example
battery storages, depicted as yellow boxes in figure 3, each connected via a power inverters to the
AC grid, represented by the red line. Also connected to the AC Grid we simulate an Electrical Load
(white box), that can be switched on or off.
Each Control Node is exclusively responsible for the control of an Energy Device using a direct link,
shown as a blue line in Figure 3.
Primary Control vs. Secondary Control
In our setup, we differentiate between primary control and secondary control. The usage of these
terms in this proposal are inspired by, but not equal, to the wording in the Operating Reserve of
electricity networks.
Primary control is a function that is run on each Power
Node and does not require communication at all. By decreasing (increasing) the output frequency at higher 50.0 Hz
(lower) active power consumption, it regulates the load
distribution between the Power Nodes, while the resulting
grid frequency might deviate from its nominal value. Fig49.9 Hz
ure 4 shows an exemplary frequency drop following in a
load step.
Secondary Control on the other hand is located in the
Control Node. Its duty is to smoothly recover the nominal
Figure 6: The term Primary Control in this scefrequency of 50 Hz, subsequently after the frequency is
nario describes the process of stabilizing the
frequency of the power system at a possibly
stable on a non-optimal level. Since all Control Nodes act
non-optimal level. In this figure, first the fresimultaneously, it requires communication and is realized
quency drops due to an event on power system
utilizing a consensus algorithm. As soon as all control
level and is then stabilized on 49.9 Hz within
nodes agreed upon their action, each Control Node sends
milliseconds.
the appropriate command to its respective Energy Node.
Structure of a Single Power Node
The Power Nodes are part of the physical setup. Each Power Node consists of a battery storage, a
power inverter and a logical unit for the primary control. The primary control utilizes the droop control
strategy and provides the reference points for the voltage and current control loops to adjust power
output and stabilize system using (1),
f = f0 – kP (P – P0)
V = V0 – kQ(Q – Q0)

(1)

where the variables are defined by (2) as:
P0; Q0:
P; Q:
f0:
V0:
f:

the normal value of active and reactive power
the active and reactive power supplied by DG
the rated frequency
the rated amplitude of grid voltage
the actual measured values of frequency
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the actual measured values of voltage
the active power coefficient
the reactive power coefficient

All of inverter based DGs working as grid-forming type contribute to maintain the voltage and frequency stability and keep it close to nominal values. The frequency and amplitude deviations will
be eliminated in secondary control level. The droop control strategy can maintain power output and
frequency among the participants of the microgrid in an immediate, communication-less way. Since
each inverter has its own droop coefficient kP and kQ and rated power, the resulting power levels
will differ depending on the deviation.
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State-of-the-Art

When deploying new control structures, protocols and algorithms, simulation is a reasonable midway for evaluating their robustness whilst minimizing the necessary effort [4] and balancing it regarding realistic setup and generalizability of the findings. There already exists a variety of tools for
simulating attacks on distributed networks. This includes tools that evaluate the security of power
systems. The need for power system security assessment is a well-established requirement and
powerful analysis tools have already been proposed [5], including distributed architectures [6].
Some tools offer to define and automatically generate attacks, which then can be applied to a simulated communication network, including the actual code that then emulated for the different nodes
[7, 8]. Some tools even provide their own descriptive language to specify the attacks carried out
[9]. This allows to easily re-adjust the simulation whenever necessary and is also an important feature for our framework.
Additionally, some powerful discrete-event simulators enable researchers to write specialized tools
for assessment of distributed communication in heterogeneous networks. Especially OMNeT++ is to
mention for a variety of sub-frameworks as the INET framework and the ease in selecting the desired
granularity of modelling [10, 11, 12].
Cited attack simulators lack the possibility to run the attacks decentralized, since some components are assumed to have a god-like view on all components. This prevents their use on actual
Controller-Hardware-in-the-Loop setups.
Additionally, said tools simulate only a model of the sensor network, but not the actual implementation. This restricts the significance of the results. However, we propose is to include both possibilities, to define a model of the network but also to run the tests in a more realistic environment with
minimal additional configuration.
Most tools use a centralized approach, that allows direct control of the simulator over each node.
Then the simulated attacks are run by a central component of the simulator. This approach needing a centralized component is not always applicable on distributed control structures.
The OpenDISCO framework and prototype is novel to the extent that, on one hand, the control layer
is also assumed to be decentralized, and on the other hand, the control algorithm itself is under
investigation and its resilience properties are to be evaluated directly.
The importance of combined control- and power-hardware-in-the-loop approaches has recently received great attention also in the ERIGrid community [13], where a testing chain of Smart Grid control
algorithms has been proposed. Here the researchers propose to gradually intensify the tests by
introducing more and more realistic tests in their validated order. Our research complements this
approach, since we aim to show that our solution can be easily integrated in the previously proposed
testing chain, because it can be applied in software scenarios as well as part of control-hardwarein-the-loop scenarios.
The assessment of the system’s behavior in an unreliable network has been studied with the focus
of demand side management. Our research acknowledges the important work of Dambrauskas et
al. at the Smart Grid Laboratory of Strathclyde University. We will utilize their method [14] to extend
our scope, applying the emulator for realistic communication networks for the assessment of its impact on decentralized control of distributed energy generation (DER).
Finally, named attack simulation frameworks are not publicly available as open-source software,
preventing in-depth usage of their features for further development. Our software will be made opensource.
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Executed Tests and Experiments

We propose a framework that can evaluate the security of distributed control algorithms (DCAs)
for the Smart Grid. At this step of our research, we are focusing on the robustness of said DCAs. One perspective
goal is to describe the implications of different real-world
communication links (e.g. landline DSL, GSM, LTE, 5G,
PLC) on distributed control algorithms.
Framework Basic Structure
The proposed framework is a tool to help security researchers to assess an algorithm’s robustness. Using a simple
structure, it’s possible
a) to describe a distributed control algorithm in C++,
b) to describe stress test conditions that will be applied
to the network communication, and
c) to describe a quality of service (QoS) level that we
be automatically compared against,
Using this configuration, the framework enables the
a) interaction with a cyber-physical system and the
b) communication between the nodes.
4.1

OpenDISCO
framework
Figure 7: The OpenDISCO framework offers
easy-to-use interfaces for developers and engineers to describe (a) the examined the DCA,
(b) which stress conditions will be applied and
(c) what QoS is required by specific application.

Test Plan

The goal of the proposed project is to illuminate aspects of robustness of Distributed Control Algorithms (DCAs) in decentralized Power Systems.
We want to show on a general level, that it’s feasible
to operate an event-driven message-based, extensible framework for distributed control of distributed
energy resources (DER), which is in-itself an original approach in the field of real-time operation of
secondary control.
Using this setup, we elaborate on distributed security assessment of DCAs. Our approach is to decentralize the control of the attacks to the designated
control nodes.
To investigate this, our experiment comprises runs
with increasing delays. Run 0 has no delay, run 1 Figure 8: An example run of the proposed framework
has a delay of 500ms per message, run 2 has a de- with the selected DCA for load-frequency stability. After
lay of 1000ms and this pattern continues up to run a disturbance, in second 14 the nominal frequency of 50
is restored within 30 seconds. Each line in the lower
21 with a delay of 100.000 ms resp. 10 seconds. Hz
image represents the consensus computation of a sinOne round of the experiment consists of said 21 gle DER / control node.
runs. We expect that with increasing delay, the occurrence of instabilities increases, such as overshoot, significant increase of time to recover the
nominal frequency of 50 Hz, and finally the inability to recover 50 Hz at all.
We want to conduct as many rounds of the experiment as possible during the given lab access, to
be able to statistically underline the found characteristics. Figure 8 shows an exemplary “run 0” without a delay, emphasising the expected behaviour of the DCA consensus and the CPS’s response in
terms of frequency over time.
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Standards, Procedures, and Methodology

The main feature of our framework is the ability to assess DCAs that require no central component.
We run experiments with a real-time-simulation of a physical power system with multiple Distributed Energy Resources (DER), which we call “control nodes” and of which each runs the exact same
software. The task of the distributed control is
to maintain the frequency stability of the overall power system via achieving a distributed
consensus across all control nodes.
In our previous experiments we applied a sudden deviation in the power system’s frequency
and had the distributed consensus algorithm
react to this disturbance. Thereby we could
show, that said distributed consensus algorithm
is able to recover the nominal frequency of
50 Hz in well under 30 seconds. This we call
the “no stress scenario”.
In our experiments, we applied different levels Figure 9: The joint function of the introduced framework.
of stress to chosen DCA. These include different combinations of message delay, (temporary) node disconnect, multiple message re-transmission, message re-routing and jitter. During our TA at Strathclyde University, we aim to prove the
reproducibility of our research using real-time digital simulation and Controller Hardware in the Loop.
4.3

Test Set-up(s)

At the D-NAP, the pre-setup controller configuration consists of 5 Raspberry Pi embedded devices
connected to an Ethernet LAN. The subnet is 192.168.2.0/24 and specifically the embedded devices
have the IP addresses 192.168.2.151 to 192.168.2.155.

a) 192.168.2.151

b) 192.168.2.152

d) 192.168.2.154

c) 192.168.2.153

e) 192.168.2.155

Figure 10a-e: The used raspberry pi embedded devices as connected in the lab to the local network.
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The investigated algorithm is a Distributed Consensus Averaging Droop-Control Algorithm. On each
Raspberry Pi, the agent/algorithm receives data from the RTDS via IEC 61850 GOOSE messages.
The received message contains the current frequency measurement at the agent’s position in the
simulated power system.
Additionally, all agents communicate over bilateral OPC UA connections and exchange their respective frequency measures.
After receiving a frequency measure from every other agent, the algorithm calculated the average of
all measured frequencies. This average is sent as a control command to the respective power inverter, which is simulated at the RTDS, again via GOOSE message.
4.4

Data Management and Processing

The prepared run-script opens SSH connections to all five raspberry pi embedded computers and
executes all necessary commands. Just log-in to any of the computers
ssh pi@192.168.2.151
cd ~/UHH/OpenDISCO-framework/scripts/
and type
bash start_rpis.sh -c "--topology fully "
or
bash start_rpis.sh -c "--topology fully -x ReceiveDelay500ms.xml"

Figure 11: To apply any stress condition, start the affected agent with the addition parameter -x filename.xml

To see all available impairments / tree conditions, type
ls ~/UHH/OpenDISCO-framework/src/openDISCO/modules/dos_attack/TestXMLs

To see the output of the agent’s executing, log in to any of the raspberry pi’s and type
Agent 1
ssh pi@192.168.2.151
tmux a -t opendisco
to leave, type
CTRL-B and then D (for Detach)
Agent 2
ssh pi@192.168.2.152
tmux a -t opendisco
to leave, type
CTRL-B and then D (for Detach)
…
The frequency and consensus data are manually stored using the functionality of the RTDS control
software.
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Figure 12: The settle time in one exemplary round of experiments.

Results and Conclusions
In our example implementation, we want to assess the security of an existing Primary Control algorithm. In Europe,
the nominal grid frequency is 50 Hertz. When the frequency drops due to increasing load, the existing distributed algorithm takes action towards the nominal frequency
by agreeing on a consensus value, in this case by averaging the suggestions of all five participating nodes, as you
see in the figure, and then executing the consensus value
as a primary control decision. We want to evaluate: Is the
algorithm resilient against DOS attacks?
Figure 13: Run 0 of the experiment. No delay is

To investigate this, we conducted runs with increasing de- applied, thus the control strategy shows the typilays. Run 0 has no delay, run 1 has a delay of 500ms per cal inversely proportional behaviour.
message, run 2 has a delay of 1000ms and this pattern
continues up to run 21 with a delay of 100.000 ms resp.
10 seconds.
One round of experiments consists of said 21 runs. Image
12 shows the average settle time of a selected round. In
this specific round, the settle time of the algorithm for runs
0 to 5 is at around second 60, as illustrated by Figure 13
and Figure 14, showing run 0 with zero delay and run 5
with a delay of 2500 ms, where the single consensus steps
are easily distinguishable.
Figure 14: Run 5 of the experiment. The applied
delay is 2500 ms. The delay between consen-

Figure 12 also indicates for each run, whether an over- sus steps is clearly visible.
shoot has happened, by marking the respective column
with an x mark. This behaviour, as also seen in Figure 15,
affects all runs from run 6 up to run 21. Our interpretation
is, that the investigated distributed control algorithm is only
resilient against overshoot for communication delays up to
2500 ms, meaning that if a controlled CPS has more strict
requirements regarding overshoots, additional measures
would be necessary.

Another finding of run 6 to 8 is, that the settle time of the
DCA is unexpectedly decreasing instead of the expected
increasing. This is explicable, since the delay causes the Figure 15: Run 6 of the experiment. The applied
algorithm to use outdated data, implicating a stronger re- delay of 3000 ms causes an overshoot at
around second 30.
action to the (assumed) greater deviation from 50 Hz.
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16b) Run 12 with a delay of 5500 ms

This behaviour is indeed not always reproducible in all rounds of the experiment, since it depends of
the exact timing, which is connected to the specific extent of the experienced frequency drop. This
unreliable reproducibility explains the different outcome of run 11 and run 12, where the settle time
is unpredictably different, although the applied delay is only off by 500 ms, or in total numbers: 5000
ms for run 11 respectively 5500 ms for run 12.
These two runs are illustrated in Figure 16 a and 16 b.

Figure 17: The number of steps necessary to reach a consensus (decreasing, marked as dots) versus the consensus
median time (decreasing, marked as x)

Figure 17 shows the average number of steps that the consensus algorithm takes in each run to
lead the frequency back to 50 Hz. This number is not representative, since the run-time of each run
is limited to 200 seconds. The number of consensus steps is decreasing, seemingly unintuitive,
caused by the effect, that the number of consensus operations is decreasing due to the delay. When the delay increases, e.g. up to 10
seconds, the number of possible consensus
steps is by nature limited to 20 (which is the result of 200 divided by 10).
Figure 18 shows a possible effect of the delay
attack, where each consensus is delayed to the
point, where the result of the consensus step is
actually counter-productive. This visualizes illustratively the need for a fall-back of this algorithm to ignore the consensus for the case, that
local measurements contradict the global con- Figure 18: An example of run 20 of the proposed framework
with an applied delay of 9500 milliseconds. The overshoot
sensus decision.
happens several times.
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Open Issues and Suggestions for Improvements
The next steps should be to identify generalizable key strategies to improve DCA robustness.
This comprises methods of attack detection on one hand (e.g. timeouts, thresholds, rule based alerting and anomaly detection), and methods of attack mitigation on the other hand (such as caching,
anticipating of values, dropping of values and withdrawing of trust), as well as combined approaches
such as defining limits for converging of results or median-based averaging, to mitigate tampering
attempts or in case of inconsistencies between locally measured values and the consensus with
other nodes.
Then, an adaptive approach could be elaborated, that would automatically determine the optimal
strategy to react of denial-of-service attacks.
Our research included collecting data of the simulated attacks, to develop approaches for real-time
detection of malicious behavior, mitigate techniques and ways to build up a reputation-based trust
management. This data shall be used for future research.
Also, naturally occurring delays will be investigated,
such as landline DSL, GSM, LTE, 5G, PLC, to evaluate
the connectivity prerequisites of distributed energy sys4
2
tem regarding different types of communication links.
This is especially interesting when deciding where such
a system of fully decentralized control can be realistically introduced. At the University of Strathclyde, recent
research has shown that the Impact of realistic communications for fast-acting demand side management is
1
3
not negligible [14]. Using a comparable setup and equivalent considerations regarding different types of conFigure 19: Simulation of different network links for difnectivity, it could be shown how these impacts can be ferent control nodes. The connection between node 1
transferred to the domain of our experiment.
and 2 is simulated to match the properties of a direct
By simulating Quality of Service (QoS) properties, like radio connection. Likewise the connection to node 3
latency and package loss, for connection types as cel- represents a wifi connection and to node 4 an ADSL
landline connection.
lular connections (GSM, LTE), land-line (DSL, ADSL+)
and Power Line Communication (PLC), as depicted in
Figure 17, a worthwhile research would be to elaborate on the pre-requisites necessary for this type
of decentralized communication setup. We aim to describe the implications of each connection type
regarding the evaluation of distributed control algorithms and propose best practices for selecting
suitable algorithms for each communication type.
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Dissemination Planning

The Smart Grid laboratory at Strathclyde University will gain experience with the OpenDISCO framework, enabling them to broaden their research methods. We are looking forward to a strengthened
collaborational relationship and fruitful exchange of ideas and research methods, continuing after our
stay at Strathclyde University.
Our research group plans to publish at least two papers out of the stay at Strathclyde university.
Firstly, the operation of an event-driven message-based, extensible framework for distributed control
of distributed energy resources is in-itself an original approach in the field of real-time operation of
secondary control. With the results obtained from the experiments, we aim to publish a paper at the
CIRED conference that takes place in June 2019 in Madrid, Spain.
We evaluated our pre-defined attack vectors, with the goal to gain better insight into distributed simulation of decentralized attacks on the Smart Grid and possible mitigation strategies. The gained
results will be used to further evaluate possible enhancements to our existing distributed secondary
control algorithm, hopefully documenting a direct improvement enabled by our framework and published in an article for the 8th DACH+ conference on Energy Informatics in October 2019 in Salzburg,
Austria.
Currently, we are planning a follow-up research with the University of Strathclyde that aims to describe the effects of specific network configuration. The Smart Grid Lab of the University of Strathclyde provides us with a device to simulate the specific Quality of Service (QoS) properties, like
latency and package loss, for Power Line Communication (PLC). We aim to describe the implications
of this connection type regarding the evaluation of distributed control algorithms and propose best
practices for selecting suitable algorithms for each communication type. Thereof we are planning a
scientific publication for the Innovative Smart Grid Technologies ISGT 2020 conference.
Since the OpenDISCO framework is open-source and publicly accessible, each improvement implemented during our stay benefits the scientific community.
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